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TheInaugural
Address
WITTGENSTEINAND AUGUSTINE DE
MAGISTRO

M. F. Burnyeat
Augustine,in describinghislearningoflanguage,saysthat
he wastaughtto speakby learningthenamesof things.It is
clearthatwhoeversaysthishasin mindthewayin whicha
child learnssuch wordsas "man","sugar","table",etc.
He does not primarilythink of such wordsas "today",
"not", "but", "perhaps".(Wittgenstein,BlueandBrown
Books,p. 77)
Everyone in this audience will know that Wittgensteinis
referringto the passagefromAugustine'sConfessions
(I viii 13)
which he borrowsfor the opening words of the Philosophical
Investigations.
Not everyonewill know that immediatelybefore
the passagequotedin PI §1 Augustineclaimsthathis eldersdid
not teach him to speak. He taught himself. Fewer still, I
imagine,will be awarethat on this point the adultAugustine's
account of his childhoodderivesfrom a quite generalphilosophicalthesisto the effectthat no man ever doesor can teach
anotheranything.
It is the general thesis, as elaborated and defended in
Augustine'sDe Magistro,
thatI aimto discusshere.I startedwith
Wittgenstein,not fromany desireto complainat Wittgenstein's
'creativemisprision'of Augustine,but becausesomeof Wittgenstein'sreasonsfordenyingthatlanguageis taughtin theway
hisAugustinedepictsarestrikinglysimilarto someof thehistorical Augustine'sreasonsfor denyingthat language,or anything
else, is taught.
One recent critic of Wittgenstein,offeringhomoviatorthe
blessingsof moderncognitivepsychology,hassaidthatAugustine
has it preciselyand demonstrablyright when Wittgenstein
protests (PI §32) that he 'describesthe learning of human
languageas if the childcameinto a strangecountryanddid not
understandthe languageof the country;that is, as if it already
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had a language, only not this one'.' Others see in Conf.I viii 13
an Urbild:a primitive, prephilosophical picture of language,
antecedent to argument, from which grow all the evil theories
which it is the calling of expositors of the Investigationsto
combat.2 I shall exhibit the passage Wittgenstein has made
famous as the precipitate of some 800 years of Platonist
philosophizing. This will be a historical inquiry. But I hope that
it will contribute to a more nuanced sense than either
Wittgenstein's critics or his expositors have achieved of his
relationship to the Platonist writer he admired and opposed.
The paper has three parts. The first is simply a translation and
elucidation of enough of Conf. I viii 13 to make clear the
relevance of the De Magistro.The second is a detailed discussion
of the De Magistro.In the third I return briefly to Wittgenstein.
An excerptfrom ConfessionsI viii 13

I was no longer an infant who could not speak, but already
a chattering boy. This I remember, and I have since
realized from what source I had learned to speak (etmemini
hoc, et undeloqui didiceram,post adverti). For it wasn't that my

elders had been teaching me, presenting words to me in a
definite order of training as they did a bit later with my
letters. Rather, I had been teaching myself' with the mind
'Jerry A. Fodor, The Languageof Thought(Hassocks 1976), 64. For older and more
theological versions of this assessment,beginning with Augustine himself, see the classic
study by Gerhart B. Ladner, 'HomoViator.Mediaeval Ideas on Alienation and Order',
Speculum42 (1967), 233-259.
on Wittgenstein's
Philosophical
SG.P. Baker & P. M. S. Hacker, AnAnalyticalCommentary
Vol. I (Oxford 1983), 21-3.
Investigations
3With sed ego ipse mentesupply me docebamfrom non docebantme, as in the Penguin
translation by R. S. Pine-Coffin (1961), the Bud6 by P. de Labriolle (2nd edn. 1933), and
the Bibliotheque Augustinienne translation by E. Tr6horel & G. Boissou (1962). This is
the only possible translation of the Knoll text (Teubner 1898) which Wittgenstein
possessed and read (Garth Hallett, A Companionto Wittgenstein's"Philosophical
Investigations"
[Ithaca & London 1977], 761), and of any text which follows Kn6ll (as do
both Labriolle and the most authoritative modern edition, Skutella [ Teubner 1934]) in
ending the sentence at 'to everyone I wished'. The Pusey translation (now in the
Everyman series), which Baker & Hacker, p. 21, reproduce to give the immediate
context of Wittgenstein's quotation, is a translation of Pusey's text (text and translation
appeared as companion volumes in A Library of the Fathers of the Holy Catholic
Church Anterior to the Division of the East and West, Oxford 1838). Pusey followed the
17th century Maurist edition (Migne, PatrologiaLatina 32) in printing praesonabam
instead of pensabamand a comma instead of a full stop before it so as to make praesonabam
the main verb after sedego ipsemente:'but I ... did myself, by the understanding which
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which you, my God, gave me, when I triedto expressthe
feelingsof my heart by criesand differentsoundsand all
sortsof motionsof my limbs(in orderto get my ownway)
but could not manage to expresseverythingI wishedto
everyoneI wished.I had been takingthoughtwith the aid
of memory (pensabam
memorza):
[herebeginsPl §1] when
they (my elders) named some object, and accordingly
moved towardssomething,I saw this and I graspedthat
the thing was calledby the soundthey utteredwhenthey
meant to point it out. Theirintentionwas shewnby their
bodily movements,as it were the naturallanguageof all
peoples:the expressionof the face,the play of the eyes,the
movementof otherpartsof the body,and the toneofvoice
which expressesour state of mind in seeking, having,
rejecting,or avoidingsomething.Thus, as I heardwords
repeatedlyusedin theirproperplacesin varioussentences,
I gradually learnt to understandwhat objects they
signified;and afterI had trainedmy mouthto forrnthese
signs, I used them to expressmy own desires.
Augustine'smemoryis of beingalreadyable to talkas a boy,
not of how he had earlierlearnedto talk,and it is the firststage
in hisautobiographical
narrativeto be certifiedby memory.For
the earlier period, going back to birth and conception,
Augustinerepeatedlysaysthat he has no memorybut believes
the testimonyof his parentsand othersand makesconjectural
inferencesfromhis (adult)observationof otherbabies.Thusthe
famous account of language learning is not presentedas a
deliveranceof memory,real or apparent.
thou, my God, gavestme, practisethe soundsin my memory'.The effectof thisis to
submerge,ifnottotallytodrown,Augustine's
claimto havetaughthimself.TheMaurist
commawas retainedby Gibb & Montgomery(1908),who werealsostilltemptedby
praesonabam,
but the onlydisagreement
amongmorerecenteditorsis whetherto begin
thenewsentencewithpensabam(Knoll,Skutella)or with(nottheweakpraesonabam
but)
anothervariant,prensabam
(Labriolle,
Solignacin theBibliotheque
Augustienne
edition):
'I had been tryingto grasp(words)with my memory'.This disagreement,
unlikethe
Mauristcomma,has no philosophicalconsequences.
On Wittgenstein'sknowledgeof Latin, see HerbertSpiegelberg,'Augustinein
Wittgenstein:
A CaseStudyin Philosophical
Stimulation',
J. Hist. Phil. 17 (1979),320.
In any case,the translationwhichHallettreportsthathe owned,by O. F. Lachmann
(Leipzig1888),managesthe righttranslationeven with the Mauristtext.
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But neither does it rest on testimony or inference from
observation. Postadverti('I have since realized') is stronger than
and differentfrom credidi('I believed') and conieci('I conjectured')
in, for example, I vii 12. Its only parallel in the preceding
narrative is in I vi 7 on the comfort of women's milk:
Neither my mother nor my nurses filled their breasts by
themselves. It was you who gave me, through them, the
food of infancy .

..

because you, my God, are the source of

all good and everywhere you preserve me. This is
something I realized later (animadvertipostmodum),because

you proclaim it through all these things you give me, both
within and without. At the time all I knew (noram)was how
to suck...
That little Augustine sucked at the breast and learned to speak
are two ordinary empirical facts of family history, vouched for in
ordinary ways by testimony and inference from like cases. But
what the autobiographer is pointing to is the divine presence
which explains them both. (Compare I xii 13 on God's good use
of his parents' bad reasons for putting him through the miseries
of school.) The account of language learning in Conf.I viii 13 is
neither a simple memory nor an empirical psychologist's
conjectural hypothesis, but a highly self-conscious contribution
to theological understanding.
I conclude from this that for the author of Conf. I viii 13 its
central focus is on God's responsibility for the mind teaching
itself. In I xiv 23 Augustine is more precise:he must have learned

somewords at his own prompting, nona docentibussed a loquentibus,

i.e. in the manner described in Iviii 13 and without being taught
does not provide argued justification
by others. The Confessions
for either claim. The earlier De Magistro does.4 To give
Augustine's own account of the matter:
At the same time [389 or 390 AD] I wrote a book entitled
Onthe Teacherin which after discussion and investigation it
is discovered that there is no teacher who teaches man

SContrastHallett, p. 73, and Baker& Hacker, p. 22, who tell students ofWittgenstein
(apparently on the authority of Norman Kretzmann's article 'Semantics, History of' in
Paul Edwards ed., The Encyclopedia
of Philosophy[New York & London 1967], cited by
Hallett) that De Magistrois critical of the primitive view expressed iri Conf. I viii 13.
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knowledge (scientia)except God, as it is in fact written in
the Gospel: 'One is your Teacher, Christ'. (Retractationes
I
xii)5
The dialogueDe Magistro
At firstsight, the thesisthat no man (homo)ever does or can teach
another has nothing to recommend it but the authority of the
Scriptures. Moreover, if so paradoxical a thesis were true, it
would apply to itself. Augustine could not have learned it from
St Matthew (23:10), nor could he have taught it to his 16-year
old son Adeodatus in the discussion (real or imaginary)6
presented in the De Magistro.But Augustine never tiresof telling
us to believe in order that we may understand. And in fact at
the end of the dialogue (xiv 46) Adeodatus accepts that he has
not been taught by his father that no man can ever teach
another. Nonetheless he has learned that this is so; he knows it
now, without a trace of doubt. I take this to be a deliberate
indication by Augustine that his dialogue is meant to illustrate
its own message-that we will understand his thesis, and maybe
see that it is not so paradoxical after all, if we relate it not just to
the arguments he has provided but to the whole course of the
discussion in which Adeodatus learns without being taught.
Augustine, like most of us, thinks of teaching as imparting
knowledge. The question whether teaching is (humanly)
possible is the question whether one human being can bring
another to know something. So it is worth a preliminary
digression to ask about Augustine's conception of knowledge
(scientia).
There is an important and revealingly Platonist passage in the
the work in which Augustine in his old age gave his
Retractationes,
considered judgement on ninety-three of his earlier writings.
Here he is supplying a clarification or qualification to an
of
epistemological distinction drawn in the De UtilitateCredendi
391-2 AD:
' In the
Augustine can be quite scathing about his early works. That he
Retractationes
has nothing self-criticalto say about the De Magistroimplies continuing satisfactionwith
its methods and conclusion.
6According to Conf.IX vi 14 all the ideas ascribed to Adeodatus in the De Magistro
were genuinely his: another marvel for which God alone can be responsible. But
Augustine does not claim, as some scholars have supposed, that the De Magistrois the
report of an actual historical discussion.
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And when I said.. . 'What we know, therefore, we owe to
reason, what we believe, to authority' (quodscimusigitur,
debemus rationi, quod credimus,auctoritati), this is not to be

taken in such a way as to make us frightened in more
ordinary conversation of saying that we know what we
believe on adequate testimony. It is true that when we
speak properly (proprie),we say we know only that which
we grasp by firm reasoning of the mind. But when we speak
in language more suited to common use, as even the Holy
Scripture speaks, we should not hesitate to say we know
both what we perceive by our bodily senses and what we
believe on the authority of trustworthy witnesses, while
nevertheless understanding the distance between these and
that. (RetractationesI xiv 3)

It is tempting to read this passage as introducing two senses of
the verb 'to know', a strict or philosophical sense which
preserves the truth of Augustine's earlier dictum 'What we
know, we owe to reason', and a plain man's sense which makes it
false because in this sense we also know things that we believe on
good authority. But temptation should be resisted. What
Augustine distinguishes here is the proper meaning of the verb
'to know'7 and the catachrestic or improper way it is used in
ordinary conversation. The ordinary use is harmless;it would be
pointless pedantry to object to it: but it remains true that in the
proper acceptation of the term we know only what we owe to
firm reasoning of the mind. Thus it is not that a change of
meaning is involved when in ordinary life we claim to know
what we believe on adequate testimony, but that the standard
meaning is loosely and improperly applied to a case which
strictly speaking it does not fit.
This interpretation is confirmed by the fact that both uses of
the verb 'to know' seem, in modem terms, to involve justified
true belief. The differencebetween them is drawn in terms of the
mode of justification. When a true belief is justified by senseperception or trustworthy testimony, the plain man calls it
knowledge, the philosopher belief. But this belief is vastly important for Augustine, since it includes the Christian's belief in
7The meaning of proprieis well illustrated in the next paragraph: 'we cannot proprie
call little children wise or foolish'.
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the testimony of the Scriptures.When he says it is not knowledge,
in the proper acceptation of the term, this is not to disparage
belief, or to impugn its rationality, or to deny that it is fully
justified; the testimony is, after all, described as adequate and
trustworthy.What is missing, by comparison with cases where a
true belief isjustified by the mind's firm reasoning, is something
other than justification: something which justification by
reasoning contributes along with and in addition tojustification
as such, and which justification by sense-perceptionor testimony
cannot supply.
What that extra something is becomes clear, I think, when we
look back to the original statement in the De UtilitateCredendi.
We discover that the contrast between believing and knowing
(scire)was presented there (UC xi 25) as a contrast between
The original statement
believing and understanding(intellegere).
we owe to reason'. If
was, 'What we understand (intellegimus),
Augustine feels that it makes no odds whether he writes scireor
intellegere,that implies that in his view the proper meaning of
scireis intellegere.
And that in turn explains why he thinksit loose
or improper to use 'knowing' (scire)in the ordinary way of what
we believe on adequate testimony. Intellegere
would not fit here
at all. Adequate testimony is excellent justification for believing
something, but it does not contribute an understanding of the
thing believed. Firm reasoning of the mind, on the other hand,
does both: it justifies a belief in such a manner as to enlighten it
with understanding.8
This would have been a very traditional conception of
knowledge, reflecting the continuing influence of Plato and
Aristotle on the philosophical climate of the times. But
influences are less important than what the De Magistroitselfcan
tell us about Augustine's understanding of 'understanding'.For
if it is correct to suggest that Augustine thinks of understanding
rather than justification as the differentiating ingredient of
knowledge, the main thesis of the De Magistro,that no man can
8This conclusion fits well with R. A. Markus' account of Augustine's conception of
ed. A. H.
knowledge in TheCambridge
Historyof LaterGreekandEarlyMedievalPhilosophy,
Armstrong (Cambridge 1970), 348-353, 362 ff. But it must be tempered by a recognition
that when Augustine has his sights trained on Academic scepticism (e.g. in Contr.Acad.
and De Trin. XV xii 21), he will insist in no uncertain terms that both sense-perception
and testimony yield knowledge (scire).Further qualifications below.
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teach another knowledge (scientia),can now be glossed as the
claim that no man can teach another to understand something.
The argument will not be that informationcannot be transmitted
from one person to another, but that the appreciation or
understanding of any such information is a task that each person
must work at for himself. And while this as it stands is by no
means clear and lucid, it is at least a proposition one could
imagine coming to appreciate and understand in the course of
working through the dialogue.
The dialogue begins with what looks like an exercise in the
Academic procedure of arguing both sidesof a question. It is first
argued that all teaching is effected through words or, more
generally, through signs (i 1-x 31), then that no teaching is
effected through words or signs (x 32-35). But the two sides are
not in fact equally weighted. The second thesis prevails and the
remainder of the dialogue (xi 36-xiv 46) explains how, given
that words and signs teach nothing, we can and do learn things
without them. In retrospect, therefore, the long first section is
cast as an exposition of the view to be overthrown. The thesis
that all teaching is effected through words and signs is the wrong
answer which has to be worked through first, before the right
answer can establish itself in the mind as a satisfactory and
illuminating solution. As Augustine (or Plato) would have been
happy to say, 'To convince someone of the truth, it is not enough
to state it, but rather one must find thepathfrom error to truth'.9
It is obvious enough why it should be tempting to think that
someteaching is effected through words or signs. As we ordinarily
think of it, a good deal of what teachers do is 'talk and chalk'.
Words and signs are the instruments by which knowledge is
transmitted from them to us. That is the common sense view of
teaching, and it implies no great distinction between teaching
and information-communicating discourse in general; or at
least they come to much the same once we set aside as inessential
any institutional associations that the word 'teaching' may
introduce. Accordingly, the dialogue begins with a perfectly
general question about the intended effect, or function, of
speaking, to which an answer is returned that gives to the notion
9Wittgenstein, 'Remarks on Frazer's Golden Bough', in C. G. Luckhardt ed.,
Sourcesand Perspectives
(Hassocks 1979), 61.
Wittgenstein:
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of teachingan extremelygeneralscope:'Speechis institutedfor
no other reason than for teaching (docere)
or for reminding
(commemorare)'
(i 2).
Someobjectionsto this largeand implausiblegeneralization
are dealtwith by decidingthata question,forexample,teaches
the other personwhat it is you want to know (cf. PI §24), and
that wordsaddressedto God in inwardprayerare remindersto
oneself(i 1-2). But rememberthat Augustineis engagedin a
dialecticalexercise.'Playwith the purposeof sharpeningup the
mind' is how he will characterizeit later on (viii 21), and the
final messageof the dialogue is that all throughhe has been
usingwordsneitherto teachnor to remind,but to stimulatehis
son to learnfor himself.What mattersat this stageis thatboth
common sense and many theorists(ancient or modern) will
agree that one absolutelycentral functionof languageis the
transmission
of information,
lettingpeopleknowthings,teaching
(docere).
Adeodatus'firsttaskis to getclearabouttheimplications
and ramificationsof his common sense belief that, when
someonedoesnot alreadyknowthatp, he can be told or taught
by meansof wordsand therebycome to knowwhat he did not
knowbefore.
If, then, some teachingis by words,how do wordseffectthe
teaching, how do they convey the information they are
institutedto convey(cf.ix 25-6)?The answergivenis thatwords
are signs and teach by signifying(ii 3, x 30). Here Augustine
startsa lengthy and intricateargumentfor the thesisthat all
words signifysomething,even connectiveslike 'il?and prepositionslike 'from',and consequentlyall wordsare names.We
are at once remindedof Wittgenstein'suse of Augustineas a
stalkinghorse for his attack on the idea that the wordsof a
languageare namesand its sentencescombinationsof names.
Wittgensteinsuggests(PI §1, BB as quoted)that one fallsvictim
to the temptationto think this way when one concentrates
attention on common nouns like 'table' and propernames,
leaving other kindsof wordsto take care of themselves.The
historical Augustine was more thorough. Not only did he
expresslyargueforthe namehoodof wordsotherthannouns,he
wasalsocarefulto explain(vi 17)that of coursehe did notmean
that a wordlike 'from'is a nounlike'table'or 'Socrates'(nomen
as one of the eight partsof speech).What he meantis neither
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morenorlessthanthat'from'is a signoforsignifiessomething
(not,of course,a physicalobjectbut,if youlike,a separation
of
thethingsin question),andthatthecontribution
madeby 'if to
a sentenceis differentfromthecontribution
madeby 'because'
in thesameposition(ii 3-4, v 16).
No doubt it is true that 'Whenwe say: "Everyword in
languagesignifiessomething"we have so far said nothing
whatsoever;
unlesswehaveexplainedexactlywhatdistinctionwe
wishto make'(PI §13).(Augustine
couldadd,rightly,thatthe
sameholdswhenwe say 'All wordsare names'.)But in the
ancientcontext there was a distinction,indeed a dispute,
betweenthe claim (originallyStoic)thateverywordsignifies
somethingand a rival (Peripatetic)
view that this holdsfor
nounsandverbsonly,otherwordsbeingmerely'co-significant',
not significantin theirownright,becausetheyareessentially
devicesforcombiningandembellishing.10
Augustinemakesit
clearthathe isjust playingwithAdeodatusin ii 3-4 whenhe
forceshimto tryto specify
thesomethingsignifiedby 'if3,'from'
and 'nothing'.(Heaccepts'forthe moment'that'ifnsignifiesa
mentalstateofdoubt,hewillnotstoptobringcounter-examples
againstthe 'separation'accountof 'from',and it wouldbe
absurdif thediscussion
washeldupbynothing.) Buthisremarks
about'ifnand'because'in v 16canbe takenasa serious-minded
illustrationof what is meantby the thesisthat all wordsare
names.
IfI seean objectin thedistanceandI amuncertain
whatit is,
I shouldbesatisfied
withsaying'Ifitisa man,it isananimal'but
not satisfiedwithsaying'Becauseit is a man,it is an animal'.
Thisestablishes
thatit makesa difference
whetheryouuse'if or
'because'.
Nowconsider
thefollowingsentences
(remember
that
Augustineis writingbeforethe age of invertedcommas):
If satisfiesme (placet
si)
Becausedoesnot satisfyme (displicet
quia)
Ifwe applythemodernuse/mentiondichotomy,it isclearthat
10The evidence is too complicated to set out here (it is persuasivelyassembled in an as
yet unpublished Cambridge PhD thesis by C. Atherton), but some sense of the debate
can be gathered from Plutarch's lengthy attack on the Stoic view in his PlaZonic
Questiono
x. At 101lc Plutarch complains that the Stoic theory makes speech an enumeration like
a list of magistrates or days of the week.
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'if' and 'because' are not used, as they were in the original
sentences. But an earlier argument (v 13-14) confirms that
Augustine would also refuse to opt for the other half of the
modem dichotomy. For it is not the soundwhich satisfiesor does
not satisfy (as if I were trying to compose a sonorouspoem). It is
the meaning, or (perhaps better) the word considered along
with its meaning, which Augustine elsewhere calls dictio in
contrast to verbumor the word as sound (De Dialecticachap. 5).
The thesis that 'if' and 'because' are names is, firstly, the thesis
that they can be used to name (stand for, refer to) their own
meanings or themselvesas dictiones."This holds for all words (vii
20) and, secondly, any word can be used autonymously, to name
itself as verbumwn
(viii 22-4).
Presumably it is a matter of convention to allow 'if and
'because' to be used in these extra ways, just as it is a matter of
modern convention to use inverted commas instead. The
substantive claim-but it is not very radical-is that even
connectives make a distinct, hence nameable, contribution to
speech. The reason Augustine insists on this, I think, is that his
topic is teaching. He wants to say that every word contributesto
the information content of the sentences in which it occurs, to
what is taught by them. That is the burden of the thesis that all
words are names.
So interpreted, the thesis is entirely compatible with the
sensible (Stoic) view that you specifythe meaning of 'if and
'because' by stating the truth-conditions of whole sentences in
which they occur." The fact is that, while Augustine is having
fun, what he is having fun with, for Adeodatus' benefit, is dry
and sensible (often Stoic) theory. He is not in the grip of an
Urbild when he says that all words are names. Nor has he
" Compare the pseudo-mediaeval theory of suppositosemanticainvented by N. E.
Christensen, 'The Alleged Distinction between Use and Mention', Phil. Rev.76 (1967),
358-367, to deal with the example 'You should never say "never" ', which would require
a translator to render into the foreign language boththe two differentoccurrences of
'never'.
2 Diogenes Laertius VII 71-4. Stoic also, in all probability, is the thesis that any word
can be used autonymously, to name itself: direct evidence is lacking, but it is the most
likely explanation of Chrysippus'claim that absolutely every word is ambiguous (Aulus
Gellius XI 12, Augustine, De Dialecticachaps 8-9; cf. Cicero, De Inv.II 117, Quintilian
VII ix 1). In a world without inverted commas Chrysippus' claim is simply true. The
additional ambiguity imported by the dictio/verbum
distinction, if I am right about it,
may well be Augustine's own development.
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succumbedto anotheridea
pictureof his Augustine's thatfigurescentrallyin Wittgenstein's
picture
meaningof any wordjust is the of language,the idea that the
Or at least, the historical objectforwhichit stands(PI§ 1).
simpleway. He has variousAugustinedoes not succumb in a
what a word signifies andremarkswhichdistinguishbetween
the
'Coloured'and 'visible','name' way in which it signifies.
whichsignifythe same things and 'word',are pairsof words
but in differentways,in
different
virtueof
aspectsof the thingssignified;
and on the strengthof
thisAugustinedescribes
them as
significations
(v 12, vii 20). Nor, havingdifferentmeaningsor
finally, does Augustinethink
thatwe can rely on
ostension
to
teach
the meaning of words,
evenwith more favourable
examplesthan 'if and 'from':
Aug.SupposingI had no
idea of
'walking',and I were to ask youthe meaningof the word
when you were walking
what 'walking'means,how
would
you teach me?
Adeo.I should walk a little
more
quickly.
The change in
speed would give notice
that I was replying to
your
question,and I shouldstill be
doing
what
I
was
asked
to
demonstrate.
Aug.But you know there is
a differencebetween
and hastening.He who
walking
walks
and he who hastensdoesnot does not necessarilyhasten
walk.We speakof
hasteningin writing,readingnecessarily
and verymanyother things.
Consequently,if, aftermy
been doing, only a little query, you did what you had
more quickly,I should
that walking was the same
conclude
thing
accelerationwas the new featureofas hastening, for the
your behaviour.So I
shouldbe misled. (iii 6)l3
To
which
Adeodatuslateraddsthat you
to
teach
someonewhat 'walking'means are no betterofftrying
by startingto walkthan
by
speeding
up yourwalking;forhe
might
takeyou to meannot
walking
but walkinga certain
distance
(x
29).
From
all this Augustine gets
Adeodatus
to conclude that
nothing
whateveris taught without
wordsor, more generally,
This
and futurequotationsfrom
theDe Magistroaregivenin
H.
S. Augustine:
Burleigh,
thetranslationofJohn
EarlierWritings
&
ofChristianClassics
Philadelphia
1953),adjustedto Daur's(Library
Vol. VI, London
text
(CorpusChristiandrum
number
of correctionsof my own.
1970)and witha
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signs (x 31). The inference is unsound and invalid. That
ostension is open to a variety of interpretationsis a Wittgensteinian point well taken but, as father and son will shortly acknowledge (x 32), it does not prove that ostension never succeeds in
teaching someone the meaning of a word. Even if this was
proven, and we accepted as true that all teaching about words
requires the use of other words (or at least nonverbal signs like
pointing-cf. iii 5-6, x 34), it does not follow from
(a) Some teaching is effected through words or signs,
plus
(b) All teaching about words or signs is effected through
words or signs,
that
(c) All teaching whatsoever is through words or signs.
But Augustine knows that it does not follow. He warns his son
not to be upset when an opinion held as the result of a too ready
and precipitate assent is shattered by a contrary argument (x
31).
The shattering blow is this:
Suppose someone ignorant of how birds are deceived by
twigs and birdlime should meet a birdcatcher equipped
with his instrumentsbut merely travelling and not actually
engaged in his work. Suppose he followed the birdcatcher
step by step and wonderingly thought and inquired what
could be the purpose (meaning, significance)14 of the man's
equipment. Suppose the birdcatcher, seeing him all
attention, and eager to display his skill, got ready his twigs
and tubes and hawk and caught a bird he spotted nearby,
would he not teach the spectator what he wanted to know
by the action itself and without any signs? (x 32)
Formally,this isjust a counter-exampleto the rashgeneralization
(c): 'It is sufficientfor our present purpose that some men can be
taught some, not all, things without a sign' (x 32). The trouble is
that it is also a counter-example to the final conclusion of the
entire dialogue. For Augustine is about to argue that
14quidnamsibi ... velletis a phrase that could equally well be used to formulate a
question about the meaning of a word. No doubt that is why Augustine chose it.
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(d) No teaching is effected through words or signs (x 33 ff.),
and thence, by another questionable inference, that
(e) No man teaches another anything (xiv 46).
In the end the counter-example seems to have been a temporary
dialectical concession.
This bewilderingsequenceof about-turnsshowsthat Augustine,
like Plato often (and Wittgenstein), is determined not to tell us
how to read his writing. I think that we can understand what is
going on if we distinguish between teaching by telling and
teaching by showing. In the first part of the discussion showing
was gradually squeezed out in favour of telling. Indeed, if
teaching is restricted to telling, (a), (b) and (c) are innocuously
true. What is more, the dry and sensible semantic theory
invoked to prove that all words are names can stand as an
innocuous account of how one does tell things with words. In the
second part of the discussion, by contrast, showing is privileged
over telling. If teaching is restricted to showing, (d) is
innocuously true, and in arguing for (d) Augustine does so
restrict it:

The utmost value I can attribute to words is this. They bid
us look for things, but they do not show them to us so that
we may know them. He alone teaches me anything who
sets before my eyes, or one of my other bodily senses, or my
mind, the things which I desire to know. (xi 36)
It is the example of the birdcatcher which pivots the discussion
from telling to showing. And I would suggest that, if we look
carefully at the example, we can see how to resolve the
contradiction between the claim that the birdcatcher teaches
and the final conclusion (e) that no man teaches another.
As Augustine describesthe case, the birdcatcherknows that he
is being watched by someone who wants to know what his
equipment is for and he catches a bird with the intention of
satisfying the spectator's desire to know. That is all. It is not said
or implied that the birdcatcher has the further (Gricean)
intention that the spectator should realize that he is putting on
the show for this very purpose, in order that the spectator may
learn from it what he is so curious to know. In no sense is the
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birdcatcher trying to communicate the information that the
equipment is for catching birds.'"He is merely doing something
from which he knows the spectator can gather that information
for himself. No wonder Augustine proceeds to claim that God is
constantly showing the sun, the moon, the stars,the earth and the
sea and the innumerable things they bear to everyone who looks
at them (x 32; compare the wall at iii 6). In that sense I could
teach everybody about flowers simply by putting some on view
in a vase. But most of us would agree that this is not really
teaching, or even showing. It is merely providing an occasion for
the spectator to learn.'6
In sum, if showing or teaching requires no more than
deliberately so acting or arranging things that other people
may, if they wish, learn for themselves, then nothing is easier
and the birdcatcher is a perfectlygood teacher. What Augustine
is denying when he reaches his conclusion (e) is that anyone can
do what telling is supposed to do, namely, transmit knowledge
to another mind. On that common sense understanding of
'teaching', the birdcatcher does not teach.
This brings me to the central and most interesting issueof the
dialogue. Why is it impossible to bring another person to know
something by telling him? Augustine proceeds to tell Adeodatus
(who does not speakagain until the end of the dialogue) in a long
discoursewhich startswith a sentence from the story in the Book
of Daniel about the three youths whose strength of belief
enabled them to survive the fiery furnace of King
Nebuchadnezzar:
If we consider this a little more closely, perhaps you will
find that nothing is learned even by its appropriate sign
(persuasigna).If I am given a sign and I do not know what it
is the sign of, it can teach me nothing. If I know what it is
'5IHere, of course, I am drawing on H. P. Grice's famous article 'Meaning', Phil. Rev.
67 (1957), 377-388.
I do not deny it can be called teaching/showing. Ordinary usage extends 'teaching'
61
to any x such that I learn something from x, regardlessof whether x intends to teach or
intends me to learn, regardlesseven of whether x is an animate being. Examples are: 'She
taught/showed me what courage could be', 'The mountain taught me the value of life',
and Augustine's example of the wall showing itself at iii 6. But inadvertent and
inanimate teaching are presumably so called only because there is deliberate teaching,
and I suggest that the same holds for deliberately contrived opportunities to learn.
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the sign of, what do I learn through the sign? When I read
(Dan. 3:27: LXX Dan. 3:94): 'Their sarabaraewere not
changed', the word sarabaradoes not show me the thing it
signifies. If some covering of the head is so called, I surely
do not learn from being told this" what a head is, or a
covering. Those things I knew already, and the knowledge
of them came to me not when they were named by others
but when I actually saw them. After all, when these two
syllables first struck my ear, ca-put,I was as ignorant of
what they meant as I was of the meaning of sarabarawhen I
first heard or read it. But when the word, caput, was
frequently repeated, observing when it was said, I
discovered it was the name of a thing well known to me
from my having seen it. Before I made that discovery the
word was merely a sound to me. I learned that it is a sign
when I found out what it is the sign of-the thing itself, as I
said, I learned not from any signifying but from my own
seeing. So the sign is learned from knowing the thing,
rather than the thing itself being learned when the sign is
given. (x 33)
The first sentence in the quotation indicates that the argument
(a semantic version of Meno's paradox) concerns individual
words.'8No word shows me the thing it signifies. No word, taken
singly, tells me what it signifies or anything about what it
signifies. Someone may tell me that a sarabara is a certain
covering for the head, but that is no help unless I already know
what a covering is and what a head is. Fair enough, but suppose
I do know what a covering is and what a head is. Augustine
argues that I still do not know what a sarabara is.'" It is not just
that the word sarabaracannot teach me this. Neither can any
other word or combination of words, even words I understand
7 Alternatively, 'from hearing this word'.
'"This saves Augustine from being guilty of the view which Kretzmann, op. cit.,
ascribesto him, that knowing what the words mean in 'Armadilloes are mammals' eo ipso
precludes one's learning anything through hearing that sentence uttered. Augustine
simply supposes, and reasonably, both here and later, that knowing what the words
mean is a necessary condition for such learning. The bad argument which Augustine
does not use may, however, be observed in Sextus Empiricus, PH III 267-9.
"'This further point, which is the vital one, is missed in the (frequently inaccurate)
account of the De Magistrogiven by Etienne Gilson, The ChristianPhilosophyof Saint
Augustine(London 1960), 66 ff.
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perfectly well. I have to look at some actual sarabarae.The most
that words can do, provided I understandthem, is tell me to look
and see when some sarabaraeare on view (x 35). Thus telling is
not so unlike the birdcatcher's showing as we might have
expected it to be: in their differentways, neither does more than
prompt people to learn for themselves, but both can be of value
for so doing.
At this point it becomes obvious, I think, that already in the
De MagistroAugustine has special requirementson what it is to
know something. Knowledge is not just a matter of having the
information and being justified in accepting it. It is not more or
better justification that I need in order to know what that
peculiar word sarabarasignifies, but a particular kind of firsthand justification which, now that sarabarae are extinct, none
of us can ever have."2 This emphasis on first-handjustification is
confirmed when Augustine moves on from the individual word
sarabarato the whole narrative in which it occurs. When words
are combined to form sentences and stories they still cannot
impart knowledge to the hearer, but tertiumdatur between
knowledge and ignorance, namely, belief. A story about the
triumph of belief is used to illustrate the importance of belief for
an epistemology which insists that knowledge requires firsthand learning:
But you may say: granted we cannot know those headcoverings, the sound of whose name we remember, unless
we see them, and that we cannot fully know the name until
we know the thing. But what about those young men of
whom we have heard (Dan. 3) how they vanquished King
Nebuchadnezzar and his fiery furnace by faith and
religion, how they sang praises to God, and won honours
from their enemy? Have we learned about them otherwise
than by means of words?I reply, Yes. But we already knew
the meaning of all these words. I already knew the meaning
of 'three youths', 'furnace', 'fire', 'king', 'unhurt by fire'2'
2oAnyone who wants to know (and is content to be told) what sarabarareally means
may however be referred to a fascinatingly learned article by G. N. Knauer, 'sarabara
(Dan. 3, 94 [27] bei Aug. mag. 10, 33-11, 37)', Glotta33 (1954), 100-118.
21This last example shows that Augustine has not forgotten that not all words are
nouns.
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and all the rest. But Ananias, Azarias and Misael, are as
unknown to me as those sarabarae,and their names did not
help me one bit to know them, nor could they help. I
confess I believe rather than know that everything we read
of in that story happened at that time, just as it was written
down. And the writers whom we believe were not ignorant
of the difference. For the prophet says: 'Unless ye believe ye
shall not know' (Isa. 7:9: LXX). This he would not have
said if he judged that there was no difference. What I
understand I also believe, but I do not understand
everything that I believe. All that I understand I know, but
I do not know all that I believe\ And I know how useful it is
to believe many things which I do not know, among them
this story about the three youths. Thus although there are
many things I cannot know, I do know how useful it is to
believe them. (xi 37)
Augustine, it turns out, is a firm believer in what Jonathan
Barnes has called epistemic categories.22He sorts all knowable
truths into two classes: (1) truths such that ifx knows thatp, then
x has perceived by sense that p, (2) truthssuch that ifx knows that
p, then x has perceived by the mind that p. Ifx has not perceived
that p in either way, he can only believe thatp, not know it. This
is the effect of xii 39-40:
Everything we perceive we perceive either by bodily sense
or by the mind. The former we call 'sensible things', the
latter 'intelligible things'; or, to use the terminology of our
Christian authors, the former we call 'carnal things', the
latter 'spiritual things'. When we are asked about the
former we reply if they are present to our senses, for
example, if we are looking at the new moon and someone
asks what it is like or where it is. If our questioner does not
see it he believes our words, or perhaps often does not
believe them, but he learns nothing unless he himself sees
what he is asking about. When he sees he learns not from
words uttered but from the objects seen and his sense of
sight....
22Jonathan Barnes, 'Socrates and the Jury: Paradoxes in Plato's Distinction between
Knowledge and True Belief', PASS 54 (1980), 193-206.
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But when we have to do with things which we behold
with the mind, that is, with the intellect and reason, we
speak of things which we look upon directly in the inner
light of truth which illumines the "inner man" and is
inwardly enjoyed. There again if my hearer sees these
things himself with his inward eye, he comes to know what
I say, not as a result of my words but as a result of his own
contemplation. Even when I speak what is true and he sees
what is true, it is not I who teach him. He is taught not by
my words but by the things themselves which inwardly
God has made manifest to him.
It is a direct consequence of this epistemological stance that
there is no such thing as historical knowledge or knowledge
transmitted by the word of another person.23All knowledge has
to come from first-hand learning, by the intellect or by my own
sense-perception,just as Plato maintains in the Menothat mathematical knowledge has to come by reasoning and knowledge
of the road to Larissa by actually travelling there, and in the
Theaetetus
that what happened at the scene of a crime can only
be known by the eyewitness who saw it with his own eyes.24
You get a stronger Platonic position-more like Plato's
position in dialogues other than the Meno and Theaetetusnamely, that knowledge is rational understanding, if you
demote the category of truths known by sense-perception and
say that this is knowledge only by courtesy, by an improper
manner of speaking. That is what Augustine does in the passage
from the Retractationes
quoted earlier, and elsewhere.25Plato's
vacillation over whether to allow knowledge of sensible things
has often been discussed. The fact that it has a parallel in
Augustine suggests to me that it derives from their shared stress
on first-hand learning.
I suggest, in fact, that in the De MagistroAugustine needs the
analogy of sense-perception precisely in order to enforce the
"
Augustine accepts the consequence, so far as history is concerned, at De Div. Qu.83
48 (PL 40.31), Ep. CXX ii 9-in flat contradiction with De Trin.XV xii 21 (n. 8 above).
"
On Plato's treatment of these issues, see my 'Socrates and the Jury: Paradoxes in
Plato's Distinction between Knowledge and True Belief', PASS 54 (1980), 173-191, to
which the present paper is a sort of sequel.
5 Cf. Solil. I iii 8 and references in Markus, loc. cit. (n. 8 above).
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point that knowledge requires first-hand appreciation, and that
it is for the same reason that Plato in the Meno and Theaetetus
needs to be able to appeal to the knowledge of the eyewitness or
of the man who has made the journey to Larissa. The need is the
need of advocacy. For Augustine has no argumentfor the thesis
that knowledge requires first-hand learning. There is no such
argument in Plato either. What there is, in both Plato and
Augustine, is the attempt to make the thesis persuasive to us by
calling upon our sense of a great gap between the epistemic
position of an eyewitness who watches an event with his own
eyes and that of the jury later, or, in Augustine's example, the
position of present day readers of the Book of Daniel.
Plato and Augustine want to persuade us that this gap is the
gap between knowledge and mere true belief. We may reply
that the alleged gap is no more than a difference: second-hand
justification is a different kind of justification from first-hand,
but it is not eoipsoless of a justification. Suppose, then, that I am
justified in believing that p on the strength of an eyewitness's
story, and suppose further that p is true. I claim that I know that
p, just as the eyewitness does, although not on his grounds. But
typically there will be other, connected facts of the case which I
do not know because the eyewitness has not told me. The
eyewitness frequently knows more than he tells. He saw the
whole thing. That synoptic grasp in which the knowledge that p
is just one element does mark a gap, a cognitive difference
between him and me. And it is this which makes the eyewitness
such a useful analogy for a philosopher who wants in the end to
assimilate knowledge to rational understanding."2For I take it
that the important difference between knowledge and understanding is that knowledge can be piecemeal, can grasp isolated
truths one by one, whereas understanding always involves
seeing connections and relations between the items known. 'The
only part of modern physics I understand is the formula
"E = mc2"' is nonsense. 'The only part of modern physics I
know is the formula "E = mc2"' is merely sad.
There are several passages in the De Magistrowhich imply
2 The philosospher in question need not be a Platonist. In Locke, An Essayconcerning
I iii 24, eyewitnessing, the need for first-hand learning, knowledge
HumanUnderstanding
as understanding, and connectedness, all come together for his anti-Platonic attack on
innate principles.
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that the understanding which Adeodatus is aiming for is a
matter of being able to get a clear synoptic grasp of a large
complex field (x 31, xii 40, xiv 46). But I suspect that Augustine
has a weaker conception of knowledge as understanding than
Plato would recommend. For Plato, like Aristotle, makes it a
condition on knowing or understanding that p that one grasps
the explanation of p. This of course involves seeing the
connection between p and a whole lot of other propositions,but
it is not mere connectedness so much as explanatory connectedness that counts, and it is by way of this thought that Plato and
Aristotle reach the conclusion that knowledge in the full sense,
i.e. understanding, requiresthe synoptic grasp of a whole field.27
Augustine, however, says nothing in the De Magistroabout
explanation. He may intend a more full-blooded Platonic view
in the Retractationes
when he demotes sense-perception and
of
speaks knowledge as owed exclusively to firm reasoningof the
mind. (In sense-perception one may perceive a complex of
elements as a coherent whole, but one does not perceive
explanatory relations between one element and another.) But
the important point for our purposes is that the emphasis on
connecting one item with another is enough by itself to yield the
conclusion that knowledge, in the sense of understanding,
cannot be taught or conveyed by words from one person to
another. Knowledge must be first-hand if it is essentially of
connections.
I can of course be given the information that p is connected
with q, r, etc., just as I can be given the informationthatp is true
because q is true. What is more, I can accept that this is so with
adequate justification and thereby, in the ordinary sense, know
it. But every schoolboy is familiar with the fact that it is one
thing to know in that external way thatthe connection holds (e.g.
that these propositions constitute a proof of that theorem), and
quite another to understand the connection, to see how the
elements hang together. That is something one can only do for
oneself.28And we still describe the moment when this is achieved
as a moment of illumination.
onScience:
27 See my 'Aristotle on Understanding Knowledge', in E. Berti ed., Aristotle
'The PosteriorAnalytics'(Padua 1981), 97-139.
8 This answers an objection brought by Barnes, op. cit., 203, against my earlier (and
more detailed) arguments on this subject.
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The De Magistrowas Augustine's first extended presentation
of his famous doctrine of internal illumination. The doctrine has
been described as a misguided transference of the idea of
empirical vision into the intellectual sphere.29The same charge
has repeatedly been levelled at the visual metaphors of which
Plato is so fond. Both philosophers are represented as holding
that knowledge or understanding is an immediate relation to an
isolated abstract object, in much the same way as seeing a table
is a relation to a single physical object. Both philosophers are in
fact saying the very opposite, that knowledge or understanding
is of the connections between things, of things only as parts of a
whole interrelated system; that is why, like empirical vision, it
involves seeing things for oneself. Both philosophers also have
the idea that there is such a thing as the complete synoptic vision
which embraces all partial understandings, and that any
understanding which falls short of this is not in the fullest sense
knowledge because it does not see all the connections. In other
words, the whole truth is also the light that gives understanding.
All Augustine adds is that this Truth and this Light is God as
present to our mind. Hence the dictum that Christ is the only
Teacher, the one source of understanding.
It is eloquent testimony both to Augustine's philosophical
acumen and to the coherence of the Platonic epistemology that
Augustine should have been able to reconstruct it, on the basis of
a quite new set of arguments, so much better than many people
who have actually read Plato's dialogues." Whatever is to be
said about Adeodatus, of Augustine at least it is true that he
learned it for himself, without being taught.
and the Confessions
Wittgenstein
It is inconceivable that Augustine should have forgotten the De
29R. A. Markus, 'Augustine', in D. J. O'Connor ed., A CriticalHistoryof Western
Philosophy(London 1964), 87.
o0
Augustine thinks of himself as an admirer of Plato and refers to the Meno often
enough, but De Trin. XII xv 24 implies that he does not know what questions Socrates
put to the slave. This would be because he read about the Menoin Cicero, Tusc.I 57-8.
See further Pierre Courcelle, LateLatin WritersandtheirGreekSources(Cambridge, Mass.
1969), 168 ff., who suggests that Augustine's first-hand knowledge of Plato was confined
to the portion of the Timaeustranslated by Cicero. What he did read, thanks to God's
intervention, was 'the books of the Platonists' (Conf.VII ix 13, VIII ii 3), i.e. Plotinus and
his followers.
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Magistrowhen he came to write the Confessions
(397-401AD).
The dialoguewas all too painfullyassociatedwith the deathof
his son soon after its dramaticdate.3lBesides,Wittgenstein's
quotationfrom Conf.I viii 13 exactlymatcheswhat Augustine
says about how he learned the word caputin De Mag. x 33
(quotedabove).Addtheprecedingsentences,whichWittgenstein
omitted;view the wholein the widersettingprovidedby the De
Magistro;and it becomes clear, I submit, that Augustine's
concentration,in the nowfamousaccountof languagelearning,
on wordsforobjectsthatcan be pointedout or shown(ostendere)
is due to epistemologicalconsiderations
ratherthana primitive
theoryof meaning.Languagelearningstartswith the interplay
between visible objects and visible adults because these are
thingsthe childcan seeforhimselfand his taskis to discoverfor
himself that certain of the sounds which adults emit are
connectedwith thingshe alreadyknows.To repeat:
I learnedthat it isa signwhenI foundoutwhatit is thesign
of-the thing itself, as I said, I learned not from any
signifyingbut frommy own seeing.So the sign is learned
fromknowingthe thing, ratherthan the thingitselfbeing
learnedwhen the sign is given. (x 33)
We have seen, moreover, that Augustine shares with
Wittgensteina strongsensethatnothingotherpeoplemaydo or
say, and no factaboutthe worldaroundme, can determineme
to respondin therightway.No-onecanachievemyunderstanding forme, not forthe trivialreasonthat it is mine,but because
to internalizethe requisiteconnectionsis to go beyondwhat is
presentedon any occasionof so-calledteaching.Augustinedoes
not have Wittgenstein'ssubtle argumentsto bring out the
multiplicityof waysin whichI mightseem(tomyselfandothers)
to understandand laterturnout to havemissedthepoint,which
in turndemonstratesthe multiplicityof connectionsinvolvedin
understandingitself. But we might read Wittgenstein as
reviving the ancient understandingof the complexity of
understanding.And we certainlyshouldread Conf.I viii 13 as
agreeingwithWittgensteinthat the descriptionquotedin PI§ 1
is wholly inadequateto explainhow little Augustinecame to
3'Conf:IX vi 14, cited aboven. 6.
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grasphis firstwords.Divinehelp was needed,in the formof the
mind (mensor memoria)
which Augustine inherited from the
Platonictradition.
My final suggestion for obvious reasonsit can be no more
than a suggestion- is that Wittgensteinprobablyknew much
better than his expositorswhat he was doing when he omitted
the sentencesprecedinghis quotation.32To leave out God and
the Platonic mind for the beginning of the Philosophical
Investigations
was to acceptAugustine'sproblemas his own and
to declare that it must now be solved in naturalistic,purely
human terms:
Wouldit not be possiblefor us, however,to calculateaswe
actuallydo (all agreeing,and so on), and still at everystep
to have a feelingof beingguidedby the rulesas by a spell,
feelingastonishmentat the factthat we agreed?(Wemight
give thanksto the Deity for our agreement.)
This merely shews what goes to make up what we call
"obeyinga rule"in everydaylife. (PI§§234-5; cf. Conf.X
xl 65)33

:52
The first time he copied out (*iomeof) his Augustine quotation, in the 1936 revision
of f]S published as Wineljhilozophische
Strachlung(\ol. 5 of the Suhrkamp KSrchriften,
Frankfurtam Main 1970, 117), he began it, '. . . cum. . . appellabant,
etc.'. INoteven this
minimal gesture towards a larger context is to be found in, for example, Robert L.
Arrington, ' "Mechaniomand (alculuz":Wittgenstein on Augustine's Theory of
O.stension',in Luckhardt, op. cit.,322-9; as a result, I have to say that what Arrington
presents as 'Augustine's theory' is largely fiction.
:$$ I am grateful for assistancefromTh. Ebert and Brian McCuinness; for comments on
an earlier draft byJulia Annas, Robert Brandom, C. A. J. Coady, Gareth B. Matthews,
John Procope, and Richard Sorabji; for a published critique by Alexander Nehamas
('Meno's Paradox and Socrates as Teacher', ()ford Studiez
in,-tncien!
Philozophy
3 [1985],
26-9); and above all for a penetrating commentary prepared by Norman Kretzmann for
a discussion at Cornell.

